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ABSTRACT. Objective. To analyze visual analog scales (VAS) for pain and patient global estimate on a
Multidimensional Health Assessment Questionnaire (MDHAQ) in formats other than a traditional 10
cm horizontal line, designed to facilitate scoring on MDHAQ in usual clinical care.
Methods. The MDHAQ with VAS for pain and global estimate was completed by each patient at
each visit. VAS formats other than a traditional (unnumbered) 10 cm horizontal line based on 21 circles at 0.5 intervals were analyzed. Formats included unnumbered, symbol at the 11th circle, numbers and/or squares (instead of circles) at selected intermittent scores, and numbers at each circle.
Analyses were performed to study the time to score MDHAQ with different VAS formats, possible
“clustering” of responses in any format, particularly with intermittent numbers and/or symbols, and
test-retest reliability of various formats.
Results. The median time to score MDHAQ with a 10 cm line VAS was 15.6 seconds, compared to
7.4 seconds for the 21 numbered circle VAS. No other format was scored in fewer seconds.
Clustering was seen for scores of VAS formats with intermittent numbers or symbols, which rendered them unsuitable for use. No clustering was seen for the 21 numbered circle VAS format, for
which test-retest agreement was significant, and similar to the 10 cm line VAS format.
Conclusion. A 21 numbered circle VAS may be a desirable alternative to a 10 cm horizontal line,
yielding similar results and requiring less than half the time to score. (First Release June 15 2008;
J Rheumatol 2008;35:1550–8)
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Measurement of pain on a visual analog scale (VAS) was
established as a valuable quantitative clinical assessment in
the 1970s by Huskisson and colleagues1,2. The VAS format
has been extended to assess patient global estimate of status,
fatigue, functional status3-5, and other patient problems6, as
well as to a physician/assessor estimate of global status. Two
VAS scores for pain and patient estimate of global status are
included in the American College of Rheumatology (ACR)
Core Data Set7,8, and are found on the Health Assessment
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Questionnaire (HAQ)3 and its multidimensional version
(MDHAQ)4,9.
Pain and patient global estimate VAS scores are included
in all rheumatoid arthritis (RA) clinical trials and most clinical research. However, pain and global status VAS have not
been assessed quantitatively at the majority of visits in usual
care, as patient questionnaires are not completed at most visits to rheumatologists10. One potential reason involves the
time required to use a ruler to measure the distance from the
left border of a traditional 10 cm line VAS. Further, the
length of a 10 cm VAS may be distorted in printing and photocopying, and some patients have difficulty with a 10 cm
line VAS11. A VAS of 21 squares or circles in 0.5 unit increments can be scored quickly without a ruler, overcoming
these limitations.
Early reports indicated that a 10 cm horizontal line without numbering provided an optimal format for a pain VAS,
compared to vertical, numbered, and other formats designed
to facilitate scoring1,2,12. Therefore, formal studies appeared
necessary to compare results using other formats to the traditional 10 cm horizontal line. This report presents comparisons of the 10 cm horizontal line VAS to other VAS formats,
including 21 circles at 0.5 intervals, unnumbered or num-
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Figure 1. Multidimensional Health Assessment Questionnaire (MDHAQ). The front page includes 10 activities for function and 2 visual analog scales (VAS)
for pain and patient global estimate of status, and a self-report joint count from a Rheumatoid Arthritis Disease Activity Index (RADAI). Scoring templates
for these measures are available on the right side. The reverse side (not shown) includes a review of systems, fatigue VAS, demographic data, and recent medical history. Copyright© Health Report Services, Hastings-on-Hudson, NY, USA.
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bered, and 21 symbols with symbols at strategic points to
facilitate scoring.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and clinical settings. Each patient (with any diagnosis) completes
a version of a MDHAQ4,9 at the 3 rheumatology clinical care settings in this
study (MB, Taylor Hospital; TP, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN; YY,
NYU Hospital for Joint Diseases). The study was approved by the local
institutional review boards. Patients signed consent for results to be sent
anonymously to a data center.
MDHAQ4,9

MDHAQ. The
(Figure 1) is a 2-sided, single-sheet instrument,
derived from the standard HAQ3, designed to facilitate timely scoring for
usual clinical care. The MDHAQ is designed for the physician to review the
data prior to seeing the patient, to enhance the focus of the patient and
rheumatologist on patient concerns at the visit. MDHAQ scores are highly
correlated with the standard HAQ4,9, as might be expected, since 8 of the
10 activities are found on the HAQ3. Page 1 (Figure 1) includes 3 scales to
assess 10 physical function items, pain, global status, as well as a selfreport joint count from a RA disease activity index (RADAI)13,14. Scoring
templates for these measures and boxes on the right to enter the scores are
included.
Different VAS formats for pain and patient global estimate — the same
format for both VAS — were included in different versions of the MDHAQ
analyzed in the present study (Figure 2), as explained below. Page 2 (the
reverse side — not shown) of the MDHAQ includes a review of systems
symptom checklist, fatigue VAS, demographic data, and recent medical history. The RADAI self-report joint count and measures on Page 2 were not
studied in this report.
VAS formats. VAS formats studied in this report (Figure 2) include: T-1, traditional unnumbered 10 cm horizontal line; T-2, 21 unnumbered circles
spanning 10 cm with circles every 0.5 cm; T-3, 21 circles numbered below
each circle in 0.5 cm increments; T-4, 21 circles with a symbol at the 11th
circle indicating a score of 5/10, to facilitate scoring; T-5, 15 circles and 6
squares with numerical notations at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, to facilitate scoring; T-6, 18 circles and 3 diamonds at points of 2.0, 4.0, 6.5, to provide a
4-point categorical scale allowing categorical classification of scores interpreted as “none” (< 1.5), “mild” (2.0–3.5), “moderate” (4.0–6.0), or
“severe” (> 6.5); and T-7, 16 circles and 5 squares at positions 0, 2.5, 5.0,
7.5, 10, with a label at each symbol in 0.5 increments. Other formats with

different numbers and symbols were studied, but were not more informative than the 7 presented in Figure 2 and are not included here.
Over a 6-month period, patients completed 2 MDHAQ at each visit, one
before and the other at the end of the visit (generally within 1 hour of each
other). Each visit included one MDHAQ with pain and global estimate VAS
in the traditional 10 cm line format, and one MDHAQ with both VAS in a
21 symbol format, except in some studies of test-retest reliability, in which
some patients completed 2 MDHAQ with the same 10 cm line or 21 circle
format.
Statistical analyses. The data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet and
transferred to Stata v9.2 for analyses of test-retest reliability (Stata, College
Station, TX, USA). Three types of analyses are reported: (1) time required
for a health professional to score a MDHAQ form with various formats of
VAS for pain and global estimate using formats T-1 to T-7; (2) possible
clustering of various VAS formats T-5 and T-7 compared to T-3; and (3)
test-retest reliability for pain on a traditional 10 cm VAS (T-1); and 21 circles each numbered at 0.5 intervals (T-3).
Time to score. Because simple scoring of only 2 VAS might represent an
artificial situation, the time to score the 3 patient self-report scales from the
RA core data set (physical function, pain, and patient global estimate15) on
page 1 of the MDHAQ was studied. The 10 activities for physical function
on the MDHAQ were identical in all versions, and the 2 VAS for pain and
global estimate were in various formats, T-1 to T-6 (T-7 was studied only
for clustering — see below), with the 2 VAS in the same format. Scoring
involved writing the 3 scores for physical function (FN), pain (PN), and
patient global estimate (GL) in the box on the right side of page 1 (Figure
1). Sets of 50 MDHAQ with each VAS format were photocopied with attention to the need for a 10 cm line, so that each of the 3 rheumatologists
would score identical questionnaires including VAS formats T-1 to T-6. The
50 MDHAQ were scored in groups of 10 and timed by an observer. The
mean and median of the times to score the 5 groups of 10 MDHAQ were
calculated. The total time required was divided by 10 to estimate the mean
time required to score a simple MDHAQ in each studied format. The median of the 5 means was taken as the time required to score a single MDHAQ
with a given VAS format. Further details concerning studies of the time
required to score questionnaires are presented in a previous report16.
Analyses of clustering. Formats with intermittent numbering and/or different symbols (squares or diamonds) at regular or intermittent values, rather
than every circle being the same, and either unnumbered or numbered, were
also developed, potentially to facilitate scoring in usual care. There was

Figure 2. Seven visual analog scale (VAS) formats, including traditional 10 cm horizontal line and 6 alternative VAS formats designed to facilitate scoring in standard clinical care.
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concern, however, that use of intermittent numbers or different symbols
might introduce “clustering,” defined, as noted, as scores designated by 5%
or more patients at positions with an intermittent number or different symbol compared to responses on a VAS with only circles. Formats reported
here in studies of possible clustering included VAS versions T-5 and T-7
compared to T-3 (Figure 2); additional formats studied were not informative beyond the reported formats.
Test-retest reliability. MDHAQ versions with VAS in the traditional 10 cm
line and the 21 numbered circle format, which was found to require the
fewest seconds to score and not be affected by clustering of responses (see
Results), were selected for studies of test-retest reliability. The 2 MDHAQ
were completed within 1 hour, according to 4 different protocols: 10 cm
line first and 21 circles second; 21 circles first and 10 cm line second; 10
cm line first and 10 cm line second; and 21 circles first and 21 circles second. Spearman rank-order correlations and intraclass correlations (ICC)
were estimated as a measure of test-retest reliability. To assess the agreement between test and retest scores, the Bland-Altman17 method was used.
Mean differences between test and retest scores, its standard deviation
(SD), 95% confidence interval around the difference between the test and
retest values, and scatterplot graphs were computed according to this
method. The smallest detectable difference (SDD) was also calculated,
which is defined as 1.96 times the SD of the difference between VAS
scores. The percentages of retest responses within 0.5, 1, and 2 units of the
test responses were calculated as an indication of scale agreement.

RESULTS
Time to score MDHAQ with different VAS formats. The
median time for the 3 rheumatologists to score a traditional
10 cm MDHAQ with a ruler (T-1) was 15.6 seconds (Table
1), compared to 10.4 seconds for 21 unnumbered circles (T2), and 7.4 seconds for 21 numbered circles (T-3), a little
less than half the time required to score with a ruler. A format in which a mark was available only at the midpoint of
the VAS (T-4) required a median time of 8.6 seconds, 1.2
seconds longer than with all circles numbered. A VAS with
squares at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and circles at all other scores (T5) required a median of 10.2 seconds, similar to the 10.4
seconds for 21 unnumbered circles. A VAS with diamonds
(T-6) at positions 2.0, 4.0, and 6.5 required a median of 8.3
seconds (Table 1). (Format T-7 was not studied formally for
time to score.)
Clustering of scores in certain formats with different symbols. Data from 387 patients were studied for clustering,
including 119 patients who completed format T-3, 207 who
completed format T-5, and 206 who completed format T-7

(some patients completed 2 of these formats (Table 2). In
format T-5, with numbered squares at scores of 2, 4, 6, 8,
and 10, 10.1% of patients scored 2.0, 10.6% scored 4.0,
9.2% scored 6.0, and 13.0% scored 8.0, compared to 5.9%,
3.4%, 0.8%, and 5.9%, respectively, on format T-3 with circles for these scores. In format T-7, which included numbers
for all scores, but squares at 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10, 12.1% of
patients scored 2.5 and 17.0% scored 7.5, compared to 3.4%
and 4.2% in format T-3, in which all scores were circles.
These data, as well as studies with other formats (data not
shown), indicate that labeling of intermittent numerical rating values and/or different intermittent symbols from circles, designed to facilitate scoring, were affected by “clustering,” i.e., a higher proportion of patients marked these
compared to plain circles (Table 2).
Test-retest reliability. Data from 606 paired questionnaires
Table 2. Analysis of clustering in different formats of visual analog scale.
Position of
Symbol
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
Total

Format T-3,
N = 119

Format T-5,
N = 207

Format T-7,
N = 206

5.0
13.4
10.1
3.4
5.9
3.4
4.2
8.4
3.4
5.9
5.9
0.0
0.8
5.0
4.2
4.2
5.9
2.5
4.2
3.4
0.8
100%

8.7 (S)
3.4
3.9
3.4
10.1 (S)
1.0
4.3
1.0
10.6 (S)
0.5
10.6
1.0
9.2 (S)
2.9
5.3
2.4
13.0 (S)
2.4
0.5
1.0
4.8 (S)
100%

10.7 (S)
2.4
2.9
2.9
3.4
12.1 (S)
1.5
3.4
2.4
4.9
15.5 (S)
0.5
3.9
1.0
2.4
17.0 (S)
2.4
1.5
1.9
0.0
7.3 (S)
100%

S: Square instead of circles to facilitate scoring.

Table 1. Time to score MDHAQ function, pain, and patient global with various visual analog scale formats.
Format

Rheumatologist 1,
Median

T-1, traditional 10 cm VAS
T-2, 21 circles, no numbers
T-3, 21 circles, numbered at all scores
T-4, VAS circles, mark at 5.0
T-5, 21 symbols — 15 circles with 6 squares
and numbers at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
T-6, 21 symbols — 18 circles with 3 diamonds at
scores of 2.0, 4.0 and 6.5 to define categorical scale

Rheumatologist 2,
Median

Rheumatologist 3,
Median

Rheumatologist 1, 2, 3,
Median

18.9
9.6
7.4
8.2
11.1

16.8
12.2
8.5
10.8
10.2

11.9
8.7
6.4
7.2
8.4

15.6
10.4
7.4
8.6
10.2

8.2

12.4

7.8

8.3
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were assessed for test-retest reliability, including 130 pairs
of the 10 cm line format followed by the 21 circle format,
125 pairs of the 21 circle format followed by the 10 cm line
format, 264 pairs of the 10 cm line format followed by
another 10 cm line, and 87 pairs of the 21 circle format followed by another 21 circles. Correlation coefficients for
test-retest reliability ranged from 0.83 to 0.94 (p < 0.001)
(Figure 3) for the pain VAS, and 0.84 to 0.94 (p < 0.001)
(Figure 4) for the global estimate VAS. The ICC was virtually identical to the Spearman correlation coefficient, all
greater than 0.8 (p < 0.001).
Levels of agreement for the pain VAS were within 0.5
units for 49%–77% of patients, within 1 unit for 71%–93%

of patients, and within 2 units for 85%–97% for patients
(Table 3). Levels of agreement for the global estimate VAS
were within 0.5 units for 50%–77% of patients, within 1
unit for 70%–89% of patients, and within 2 units for
85%–94% of patients (Table 4). Highest levels of agreement were seen for 21 circles versus 21 circles, as might be
expected with options for 21 scores rather than 101 with a
10 cm line.
Average differences were 0.016 for 10 cm line pain VAS
compared to –0.017 for the 21 numbered circle pain VAS,
and 0.24 for the 10 cm line global estimate VAS compared
to 0.063 for the 21 numbered circle global VAS (Figure 5).
Higher levels of differences were seen for comparisons of

Figure 3. Test-retest results of patient self-report of scores for pain on a 10 cm visual analog scale (VAS) and using 21 circles numbered at 0.5 intervals.
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Figure 4. Test-retest results of patient self-report of scores for patient global estimate on a 10 cm visual analog scale (VAS) and using 21 circles numbered at
0.5 intervals.

line-to-circle and circle-to-line, although line-to-line and
circle-to-circle comparisons were quite similar.
The SDD for the pain and global estimate VAS ranged
from 1.77 to 3.54. The SDD was 1.92 for the 10 cm line pain
VAS, 1.77 for the 21 numbered circle pain VAS, 1.98 for the
10 cm line global estimate VAS, and 2.09 for the 21 numbered circle global estimate VAS. Again, the SDD was higher for comparisons of line-to-circle and circle-to-line than
for line-to-line or circle-to-circle VAS. Nonetheless,
Spearman correlations, ICC, SDD, and limits of agreement
were quite similar for the comparison of two 10 cm line VAS
and two 21 circle VAS, completed by the same patients on
the same day.

DISCUSSION
These data indicate similar results for a pain VAS and
patient global estimate VAS, whether the VAS format
involved 21 circles or a classic 10 cm line. The 21 circle format presents at least 3 advantages compared to the 10 cm
line format: (1) an assessor can score the VAS without a
ruler, saving about half the time, or about 8 seconds to score
the 2 VAS on the MDHAQ; (2) the need to reproduce an
exact 10 cm line in printing or photocopying questionnaires
is eliminated, averting the problem of minor distortion frequently seen in photocopying or printing; (3) patients appear
to have a better understanding of how to respond to the 21
circles compared to a 10 cm line, for which some patients
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Table 3. Analysis of agreement between 2 formats of pain visual analog scales (VAS): 10 cm horizontal
unmarked line and 21 circles numbered at 0.5 intervals.
Format 1
Format 2
Pain VAS

10 Cm Line
21 Numbered Circles
21 Numbered Circles
10 Cm Line
n = 130
n = 125

Spearman correlation*
Intraclass correlation*
SDD**
Average difference
Standard deviation
95% confidence interval
Difference ≤ 0.5
Difference ≤ 1
Difference ≤ 2

0.83
0.83
3.54
–0.33
1.81
–3.87, 3.21
49%
71%
85%

0.94
0.93
2.09
0.33
1.07
–1.76, 2.42
51%
73%
95%

10 Cm Line
10 Cm Line
n = 264

21 Numbered Circles
21 Numbered Circles
n = 87

0.94
0.94
1.92
0.02
0.98
–1.90, 1.94
63%
84%
95%

0.96
0.96
1.77
–0.02
0.90
–1.79, 1.75
77%
92%
97%

* All correlations significant at p < 0.0001. ** SDD: smallest detectable difference based upon Bland-Altman
limits of agreement.

Table 4. Analysis of agreement between 2 formats of patient global estimate visual analog scales (VAS): 10 cm
horizontal unmarked line and 21 circles numbered at 0.5 intervals.
Format 1
Format 2
Pain VAS

10 Cm Line
21 Numbered Circles
21 Numbered Circles
10 Cm Line
n = 130
n = 125

Spearman correlation*
Intraclass correlation*
SDD**
Average difference
Standard deviation
95% confidence interval
Difference ≤ 0.5
Difference ≤ 1
Difference ≤ 2

0.84
0.80
3.31
–0.24
1.69
–3.54, 3.07
53%
72%
85%

0.87
0.87
2.82
0.16
1.44
–2.66, 2.97
50%
70%
89%

10 Cm Line
10 Cm Line
n = 264

21 Numbered Circles
21 Numbered Circles
n = 87

0.92
0.93
1.98
0.02
1.01
–1.96, 2.01
58%
80%
95%

0.94
0.94
2.09
0.06
1.06
–2.02, 2.15
77%
89%
94%

* All correlations significant at p < 0.0001. ** SDD: smallest detectable difference based upon Bland-Altman
limits of agreement.

write words or even sentences on the line11, increasing the
burden on the health professional to interpret the data. All 3
features facilitate scoring in usual care.
The 10 cm horizontal line format provides 101 possible
scores compared to 21 possible scores in the 21 circle format.
However, this reduction in possible scores appears satisfactory, in part because of evidence that individuals cannot necessarily discriminate more than 21 levels of differences in pain
or estimate of global status18. Correlation of the 21 numbered
circle format to itself is at least as high as for the 10 cm line
to itself, or the 10 cm line to 21 numbered circle VAS formats.
VAS formats with intermittent numbers or different symbols were introduced initially to facilitate scoring. However,
intermittent numbers and/or different symbols not only did
not reduce the time to score the VAS compared with a 21
numbered circle format (Table 1), but also were associated
with clustering of responses (Table 2). Some level of clustering, which would be anticipated to reduce sensitivity to
change in status, was seen with all formats involving intermittent numbers and/or different symbols.

The comparisons of lines to lines and circles to circles,
indicating correlations of 0.8 or higher, are similar to data
reported by Lassere, et al19 and Kvien, et al20. In some senses, as recognized by Lassere, et al, the SDD level found
would likely be regarded as larger than anticipated by
rheumatologists. Nonetheless, the SDD of the VAS as a 10
cm line or as 21 circles were virtually indistinguishable.
Further, the correlations, ICC, and SDD of the VAS in either
format, as a percentage of maximum score, were more
favorable than those associated with tender and swollen
joint counts in both of these studies.
A logarithmic scale may have offered a possible advantage of calculating a change in score from, say, 4 to 2, as
identical metric to a change from 8 to 4, rather than as being
half as great on a numeric scale. A slight advantage was seen
in studies of adalimumab clinical trials according to a categorical logarithmic scale, even compared to a continuous
arithmetic scale21. However, the difference was relatively
minor, and would not appear to justify complexities in interpretation of logarithmic scale data in usual clinical care.
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Figure 5. 95% Confidence bands around the scatterplot of test-retest differences.

Further, there was no saving in time to score the MDHAQ
with categorical logarithmic (or arithmetic) scales, and clustering was introduced with changes of symbols to facilitate
recognizing categorical cutpoints. Therefore, the 21 numbered circle format with an arithmetic scale appears to offer
the optimal alternative to a 10 cm horizontal line.
It is possible to recognize and monitor clinical problems
such as pain, global estimates, and fatigue qualitatively,
rather than quantitatively. However, availability of quantitative data can add useful information and precision in patient
care. In RA, it is now documented in FinRACO22,23, TICO-

RA24, BeST25,26, and CAMERA27 that intense quantitative
monitoring of RA activity with a target of remission is associated with more rapid improvement and better outcomes
than usual gestalt clinical care. Most visits to most rheumatologists do not include a formal quantitative joint count28,
but rather a careful nonquantitative joint examination.
Simplified VAS scoring and a Routine Assessment of
Patient Index Data (RAPID) score29,30 may enhance the
capacity of rheumatologists to introduce quantitative
assessment and monitoring of patients in usual clinical
care.
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